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Abstract�We present an accurate model and procedures
for predicting the common physical design characteristics of
standard cell layouts �i�e�� the interconnection length and
the chip area�� The predicted results are obtained from
analysis of the net list only� that is� no prior knowledge of
the functionality of the design is used� Random and opti�
mized placements� global routing� and detailed routing are
each abstracted by procedural models that capture the im�
portant features of these processes� and closed�form expres�
sions that de�ne these procedural models are presented� We
have veri�ed both the global characteristics �total intercon�
nection length and layout area� and the detailed charac�
teristics �wire length and feedthrough distributions� of the
model� On the designs in our test suite� the estimates are
very close to the actual layouts�

I� Introduction

Interconnection analysis addresses two related problems�
the wire �interconnection� length estimation problem and
the wiring area estimation problem� Many researchers have
addressed the area estimation problem and have proposed
e�cient and accurate techniques for it� The wire length
estimation problem has however not been solved satisfac�
torily� Interconnection length studies tend to be either the�
oretical and hence not applicable to speci�c designs	 or em�
pirical such as those relating the Rent
s rule parameters to
the average wire length� Early research into interconnec�
tion length estimation	 although of theoretical interest	 is
too general to be useful for speci�c designs� Later work	
which produces results that have the appropriate level of
detail	 requires knowledge of the Rent�s exponent	 or as�
sumes particular wire length distributions� In practice	 as�
sumptions about wire length distributions are either not
veri�ed or require �tting curves to the actual layout data�

A method which derives the wire length distribution as
a function of the logic structure of a given design	 the
physical features of primitive logic cells in the Standard
Cell library	 and the algorithmic features of physical de�
sign processes which are used to construct the placement
and routing solutions	 is needed� This requirement encour�
ages development of procedural models which produce in�
terconnection length estimates with a high degree of accu�
racy without making arbitrary assumptions about the wire
length distribution or �tting curves to the data�

Interconnection length models have many uses as sum�
marized below�

� They can help evaluate the �t of a logic design to a
fabrication technology� More precisely	 the models de�
termine routability of the given logic design	 subject to
the constraints of the technology	 and therefore	 help
the system designers trade o� aspects of the design

and the technology�
� The area required for interconnections within a circuit

layout largely depends on the total length of wire that
must be accommodated� Accurate estimation of total
interconnection length is	 therefore	 an essential part
of any area estimation procedure� In fact	 many area
estimation techniques require the wire length for the
logic design as an input parameter ��	 ����

� Interconnection estimates are useful during the tech�
nology mapping phase of the logic synthesis since they
can predict the cost of various implementations ����

� Interconnect estimation has taken on new importance
due to � technology migration to deep submicron
regime where interconnect e�ects by far dominate gate
e�ects in terms of circuit area and delay ��� and ��
emergence of low power dissipation as a major driver
of the CAD tools and design techniques ���� To expand
on this point	 it should be noted that most of the on�
going research work on power estimation in CMOS
circuits focuses entirely on estimating the switching
activity inside a circuit under di�erent input charac�
teristics and thereby ignores the other �equally im�
portant� contributing factor	 namely	 the physical ca�
pacitance ���� This capacitance is itself dominated
by the interconnect capacitance	 thus	 having an ac�
curate interconnect model will improve the accuracy
of the power estimation techniques and the e�ective�
ness of the power optimization steps that rely on these
estimations�

A� Prior Work

Interconnection analysis models are divided into three
categories� empirical	 theoretical	 and procedural� Empir�
ical studies produce expressions for physical characteris�
tics by extracting information from actual designs and �t�
ting curves to the data� Theoretical studies produce closed
form expressions by making simplifying assumptions about
the interconnection structure� Procedural models consider
properties of the actual physical design processes which are
used in the design �ow	 physical characteristics of the prim�
itive cells in the library	 and interconnection structure of
the design to improve the accuracy of the predictions�

A� Empirical Models

The initial work on the wiring requirements was per�
formed by Rent in the early ���
s� He derived Rent�s rule
which is a relationship between the I�O count and the cell
count of a design by �tting curves to the empirical data



from various computer designs� Rent
s rule is given by

ioCount � �averageCellSize� � �cellCount�r

where r is Rent�s exponent� Landman and Russo ��� stud�
ied the relation between cell count versus I�O count and
Rent
s exponent� They showed that two di�erent values of
Rent
s exponent must be used depending on the number
of cells� that is	 circuits with larger cell counts and smaller
package counts have smaller Rent
s exponents� Donath ���
reported that values of Rent
s exponent ranged as high as
���� for highly parallel designs and as low as ���� for highly
serialized designs� Sastry and Parker ��� derived an inter�
connection length distribution that �ts actual designs�

These models require knowledge of empirical parameters
�such as Rent
s exponent� which are computed from ac�
tual design instances� An implicit assumption is that the
design instances which were used in deriving the values of
these parameters exhibit the same interconnection struc�
ture and design characteristics as those of the design under
consideration� This assumption limits the applicability of
the empirical formulas�

A�� Theoretical Models

Theoretical models produce closed form	 mathematical
descriptions of the physical characteristics from logic de�
signs and physical implementation technologies� These
models provide general trends but lack su�cient detail to
accurately represent individual designs� They are useful
when little is known about the actual design process� These
models are divided into two categories� deterministic and
stochastic�

Deterministic models rely on parameters extracted from
actual designs� The e�ects of the physical design processes
are characterized by simple	 measurable parameters� As
an example	 Donath ��� devised a plausible structure for a
logic design which conforms to Rent
s rule� He assumed
a hierarchical structure where only a fraction of the pins
inside a cell are connected to pins outside the cell �the
�encoding� assumption�� He showed that such a structure
exhibits Rent
s rule� He also demonstrated that a randomly
constructed design does not conform to Rent
s rule�

A major thrust in stochastic approaches models the in�
terconnection characteristics of the design as a stationary
process� The wiring requirements are computed by making
assumptions about the probability distributions of wires�
An early attempt to formalize the characteristics of com�
puter logic designs was published by Donath ���� He de�ned
a top�down hierarchical design approach in which each step
of the expansion of the hierarchy is modeled by the substi�
tution of a pattern of interconnected cells for each block�
These patterns are selected randomly from a �xed pattern
library by a stochastic process� Based on this model	 Do�
nath established the relation between the cell�to�pin ratio
and performance�

Heller et al� ��� addressed the problem of estimating
wiring space requirements� He modeled interconnection
wires as independent two�point wires originating stochasti�
cally �with a Poisson distribution� at some cell	 covering a

random distance �an average interconnection length�	 and
terminating at some second cell� Based on this model	 he
derived the probability of wiring completion of some num�
ber of cells in a limited number of wiring tracks� His model
correctly predicts the relative di�culty of wiring comple�
tion in various designs� El Gamal �� re�ned Heller
s
model� His model assumes a regular two�dimensional ar�
ray of cells where the generation process and the length of
interconnecting wires are modeled as in Heller
s work� The
path traveled by each wire is established randomly	 with the
restriction that its endpoints be separated by a Manhat�
tan distance which is equal to the path length� El Gamal
derived from this model the minimum number of wire seg�
ments	 and hence the minimum wiring area required for
the square array of cells� He concluded that the overall
minimum wiring area is of order N�log�N where all cells
have been placed in an N � N array�

Sastry and Parker ��� used a model similar to El
Gamal
s� They modeled interconnections as independent
two�point wires covering an average length and derived ex�
pressions for channel widths	 probability of routing com�
pletion	 and wire lengths� They showed that wire length
distribution has the form of a Weibull distribution with
location and shape parameters� These parameters must
be computed based on the net lengths obtained from ac�
tual layouts� Kurdahi and Parker ��� presented an area
estimator for standard cell layouts� They assumed rows
of equal size	 double entry cells	 constant pin pitch	 two�
pin nets	 and minimum rectilinear connection paths� Their
model assumes birth of a wire at pin slot i and length of
a wire l are independent random variables with probabili�
ties pB�i� and pL�l�� They suggested uniform distribution
for pB�i� and geometric distribution for pL�l�� Based on
these assumptions	 the required routing area is estimated�
This model	 however	 requires knowledge of average inter�
connection length which is computed by �tting curves to
known data�

These models	 although of great theoretical interest	 are
too general to be useful for speci�c design decisions� They
require knowledge of empirical parameters or hypothetical
wire length distributions� Assumptions about wire length
distributions are either not veri�ed in practice or require
�tting curves to the actual layout data� Many area esti�
mators require wire lengths as input� The accuracy of the
area estimates is	 therefore	 bounded by the accuracy of
interconnection length estimates� To be useful for design
work	 however	 highly accurate estimates are needed� To
achieve this level of accuracy	 proper abstractions to model
layout processes and physical structures and careful anal�
ysis of the interconnection structure of the design under
consideration	 are necessary� Theoretical models lack this
level of detail and therefore produce results that are not
accurate enough for today
s design work�

A�� Procedural Models

Procedural models incorporate greater detail and a lower
level of abstraction compared to other models� They rely
on relations derived from knowledge of the actual design



processes	 interconnection structure of the design	 physical
layouts of the leaf cells	 and layout rules� These models ex�
tract interconnection characteristics of the design and com�
bine them with abstractions of the placement and routing
processes to give estimates without need for arbitrary wire
length distribution assumptions or empirical parameters�

Sechen ���� presented an interconnection length estima�
tor which gives accurate estimates for small designs� He
assumed square cells which are placed on a square	 two�
dimensional grid� For each size of net	 the half perimeter
of the smallest rectangle enclosing all pins on the net is
computed by assuming that a sample cell is placed ran�
domly within a square array of area equal to the average
number of cells connected to the cell� Various scenarios
and a look up table are used to determine all possible ar�
rangements of cells which establish a given bounding box�
Total interconnection length is then computed by summing
�over all nets� the half perimeter lengths of the rectangles
enclosing pins on the nets� Sechen
s abstraction of the lay�
out surface makes his model most applicable to the �sea�
of�gates� style� His approximation of total interconnection
length for nets with large number of pins �� �� is not accu�
rate enough�� We implemented an interconnection length
estimator based on half perimeter lengths of net bounding
boxes� For the circuits in the test suite	 errors up to ������
were observed�

Chen and Bushnell ��� introduced an area estimator for
random placement with the assumption that wires do not
share tracks� They derived the expected number of wiring
tracks and feedthroughs in the central row	 and thereby	
estimated the chip width and height� The authors did not
attempt to model global and detailed routing processes	
and did not di�erentiate between designs based on their
interconnection structures� Their estimated chip area for
small designs is ������ over the actual chip area	 and the
number of wiring tracks is overestimated by a factor of ����
No data is presented for medium or large size designs�

B� Overview

To obtain accurate area estimates	 it is necessary to
achieve a high degree of accuracy in estimating the wire
length� This task is accomplished by a procedural model
which will be presented in this paper� The model captures
the properties of the physical design processes �placement	
global routing	 and detailed routing�	 the characteristics of
the primitive library cells	 and the structural features of the
logic design to accurately estimate interconnection length
for standard cell layouts� Since interconnection length is a
strong function of the structure of a given design	 the �rst
task is to extract relevant features which account for the
wiring requirements of the design� A metric which captures
the local in�uence of other nets over a net under consider�
ation is introduced� This is a more pertinent and e�ective
metric	 as far as interconnection length estimation is con�

�Chung ��� showed that the worst case length of a minimal rectilin�

ear Steiner tree connecting d pins of a net tends to be �
p
d� �	�
 of

the half perimeter length of the smallest rectangle enclosing pins of
that net�

cerned	 compared to other metrics such as average pin per
cell or average number of connected cells to any cell in the
design�

The predicted results are obtained from analysis of the
net list� No prior knowledge of the functionality of the de�
sign is used� The model considers multi�pin nets directly	
and does not preprocess them into sets of two�pin nets	 as is
often the case� Using these wire length estimates	 the chip
width and height can be computed by a statistical area es�
timation technique described in Section II	 or by a random
o�set track packing technique presented in Section III�

Two interconnection models	 which were originally pre�
sented in ���	 ���	 are discussed� The basic model fea�
tures a random placement	 but optimized global and de�
tailed routing� Since the random placement process can
be characterized accurately	 the e�ects of placement and
routing within the overall model can be separated� The
improved model extends the basic model by including opti�
mized placement and is used in production� Optimized
global and detailed routing abstractions from the basic
model are retained�

In the remainder of this paper	 the following notation is
used� All scalar variable names are written with lower�case
�rst character	 e�g�	 foo� vector variables are denoted by
foo���� function names are written with capital �rst charac�
ter	 e�g�	 Foo����

Given knowledge of standard cell layouts and model as�
sumptions	 the model equations follow logically without
reference to any empirical or arbitrary parameters�

II� The Basic Interconnection Model

The inputs to the area estimation model are the logical
design speci�cation and �primitive� leaf cells included in
the speci�cation� Following the standard cell model	 dou�
ble entry cells are placed in rows and interconnected in
routing channels among the rows� Outputs of the estima�
tion model are the estimated total wire length	 wire length
distribution	 the estimated total number of feedthroughs	
the feedthrough distribution	 chip width and height	 and
chip area�

A standard cell layout is modeled as a regular w� n ar�
ray	 where n is the number of rows and w �� numCells�n�
is the average number of cells per row� Wires follow recti�
linear paths with horizontal segments on one layer �called
metal	 or M� and vertical segments on another �called
metal
 or M��� The average cell width is computed from
the cells actually used in the design� There exists an ex�
plicit feedthru cell for crossing cell rows�

The basic model assumes a random placement but op�
timized global and detailed routing processes� The follow�
ing important aspects of the algorithms have been incor�
porated� The placement process uniformly distributes cells
on the w� n grid� The global router �nds a minimum rec�
tilinear spanning tree to connect pins of nets� Wiring for
a net does not meander outside the bounding box de�ned
by the pins on the net� Feedthroughs are placed at the
intersections of cell rows and the edges in the rectilinear
spanning tree connecting pins on the net� No feedthrough



is added to a row which contains a pin on the net� Each net
contributes at most one feedthrough to each cell row� The
channel router �nds the shortest path inside the channel
to connect pins on the net� The route does not meander
outside the box enclosing these pins� Inside the channel
each net is connected with trunks with no overlap along
the length of the channel� Branches connect trunks to the
pins� All branch layer con�icts can be resolved by adding
horizontal jogs� Over�the�cell routing is not considered�

The assumption of independent nets allows us to com�
pute the wire length and feedthrough contribution of each
net separately� The random placement assumption implies
uniform pin distribution over the layout surface	 and is cap�
tured in the FrML and FrM�L equations� Consider a
net with d pins uniformly distributed on a w � n frame
�abbreviated as pre�x Fr in the function names�� Let

z � Min�d� n��

Sum of the lengths of metal	 wires connecting all pins on
the net � in units of cell pitch� is computed as

FrML�d�w� n� � �


n
�d �

zX
i��

�
n
i

�
�A�i� d� w��

The term before summation gives the probability of plac�
ing d pins on some subset of n rows� The �rst term after
summation gives the number of ways i rows can be selected
from among n rows	 and A�i� d� w� gives the contribution of
a d�pin net occupying exactly i rows to the metal	 length�

To compute A�i� d� w�	 all di�erent con�gurations
�groupings� of d pins on i rows �numbered from  to i�
are examined� In particular	 the following integer equation
must be solved

iX
j��

xj � d xj � �

The solution to this equation returns a list of sets� Each
set represents a distinct pin con�guration describing the
distribution of pins on rows� For example	 if i � �	
d � � 	 w � ��	 then solution to the integer equation is
��� � ��� �� �� ��� ����� ���� Elements in each set are non�
decreasing in magnitude	 that is	 �� � �� is an acceptable
pin set	 but �� �� � is not� This equation is e�ciently
solved by a recursive procedure� The cardinality of the
solution �list of sets� strongly a�ects the run time of the
model since the number of solutions grows rapidly with d
and i� Therefore	 results for very large nets are approxi�
mated by dividing large nets into cliques of smaller nets�
Now	

A�i� d� w� �
X
sets

A��i� d� set� �A��i� d� set� �CoL�i� w� set�

A��i� d� set� �
d��Y
k��

�
i�
Pk

j�� rows�j�

rows�k � �

�
�

i Qd
k�� rows�k� 

A��i� d� set� �
i��Y
k��

�
d�
Pk

j�� pins�j�
pins�k � �

�
�

d Qi
k�� pins�k� 

where A��i� d� set� is the number of distinguishable row
arrangements for a given pin set and A��i� d� set� is the
number of distinguishable pin distributions for a given row
arrangement and a given pin set� rows�k� is the number
of rows with k pins	 and pins�k� is the number of pins
on the kth row� For example	 if set � �� � ��	 then
rows�� � � and pins�� � � For this pin set	 distinguish�
able row arrangements are �� � ��	 �� �� � and ��� � ��
For row arrangement �� � �� and assuming pins are
numbered as p� � � � � p�	 then ��p�� �p��� �p�� p�� p�� p���	
��p��� �p�� �p�� p�� p�� p���	 ��p��� �p��� �p� p�� p�� p��� and
so forth are distinguishable pin distributions�

CoL�i�w�set� gives the expected length of the net if it
assumes the distribution of pins described by a particular
set� It is an abstraction of the global router and assumes
that pins of a net which are distributed on some set of
rows do not share routing channels with each other� It is
calculated as

CoL�i� w� set� �

�
WL�pins��� w� if i � Pi

k��WL�pins�k� � � w� otherwise

where pins�k� is sorted in increasing magnitude� These
equations model a minimum rectilinear spanning tree
global router�

WL�m�w� gives the expected length of the net which
has m pins on one side of a routing channel � � m � w�	
and is calculated as

WL�m�w� �

Pw��
l�m���w � l� �

�
l � 
m� �

�
� l

�
w
m

� �

The numerator is a sum over all possible spans of the m
randomly placed pins on a row with w cells whereas the
denominator is the number of ways m cells can be chosen
from among w cells� The �rst term in the numerator is the
number of ways spans of l cell pitches can be established
within the channel	 the second term in the numerator is the
number of ways the remaining m�� pins can be placed on
the remaining l � � �  � l �  cells	 and l is the cell span
established by the pins� Note that WL��� w� � �w � ����

Under the assumption of a single wire segment per
track �i�e�	 �m WL�m�w� � w � �	 the equation for
FrML�d�w� n� reduces to the following

A�i� d� w� � B�i� d� � i � �w � �

B�i� d� � id � �
i��X
j��

�
i
j

�
�B�j� d�� B�� d� � �

B�i� d� which is de�ned recursively gives the number of
ways of placing d pins on exactly i rows� Note that

�


n
�d �

zX
i��

�
n
i

�
�B�i� d� � �



Sum of the lengths of metal
 wires connecting all pins of
the net �in units of channel height� is computed as

FrM�L�d� n� � �


n
�d �

zX
i��

�
n
i

�
�FrChSp�i� n� �B�i� d�

FrChSp�i� n� �

Pn��
l�i���n� l� �

�
l � 
i � �

�
� l

�
n
i

�

where FrChSp�i� n� is the expected number of channels
spanned by a d�pin net �occupying i rows�� The �rst term
in the numerator is the number of ways spans of l channels
can be established within the chip	 the second term in the
numerator is the number of ways the remaining i� � rows
can be chosen from among l � � �  � l �  rows	 and l is
the channel span� The denominator is the number of ways
i rows can be chosen from among n rows�

The expected number of feedthroughs contributed by a
d�pin net is computed next

FrFTH�d� n� � �


n
�d �

zX
i��

�
n
i

�
�NuFTs�i� n� �B�i� d�

where NuFTs�i� n� is the expected number of feedthroughs
added by a net which is occupying exactly i rows� It is given
by an expression identical to that for FrChSp with l� i�
�number of feedthroughs� replacing l �channel span�� This
is because the global router does not add a feedthrough to
a row which contains a pin on the net�

The total interconnection length required to connect all
the nets and the total number of feedthroughs contributed
by all the nets are

totML �
X
nets

nets�d� � FrML�d�w� n�

totM�L �
X
nets

nets�d� � FrM�L�d� n�

totFTs �
X
nets

nets�d� �FrFTH�d� n�

where nets�d� represents the number of nets with d
pins� Note that the distributions of wire lengths and
feedthroughs as a function of the number �nets�d�� or size
�d� of nets in the logic design have been computed as well�

The abstraction of the channel routing process is com�
posed of two components� the wire length abstraction cap�
tured by WL�m�w� equation given previously and the seg�
ment packing into tracks abstraction described below� In
order to develop a statistical channel density estimator	 we
make some simplifying assumptions here� See Section III
for a more accurate estimator�

The average number of segments in a routing channel and
the average segment length �over all nets� are computed as

avgChSegments �
totSegments

�n� �

avgSegmentL �
totML

totSegments

where

totSegments �
X
d

FrSegments�d� n��

We assume that the metal	 length for each net is divided
equally into a number of segments as determined by the
expected number of wire segments �trunks� for each size of
net	 that is

FrSegments�d� n� � �


n
�d �

zX
i��

�
n
i

�
� i �B�i� d��

Because of random placement process	 one may argue
that the segments in the channel originate according to a
Poisson distribution with density � �this is the density of
the random Poisson points and in this context is equal to
the average number of wire segments originated at each
slot�� We have

� �
avgChSegments

w

Next	 de�ne parameter � of the Poisson distribution as

� � � � avgSegmentL �
totML

w � �n� �

where � gives the number of segments crossing a particular
slot in the routing channel�

From this and a con�dence level of c �for example	 ������
for routing completion	 the required number of wiring
tracks per channel is approximated as follows

chTracksX
k��

e�� � �k

k 
� c

totT racks � �n� � � chTracks�

After computing the total number of wiring tracks re�
quired by the detailed router	 the number of feedthroughs
crossing each of the rows is computed� The probability
of a feedthrough crossing row i �rows are numbered from
bottom to top starting from � is given by

PFTOnRow�i� n� �
d��X
j��

�
i � 

n
�j � �

n� i

n
�d�j �

�
d
j

�
�

From the d pins on the net	 assume that j are placed in
rows below the ith row and d � j pins are placed in rows
above the ith row� �i � ��n is	 then	 the probability that
one pin is placed in rows below row i and �n� i��n is the
probability that another pin is placed in rows above row i�
Note that if at least one pin on the net is placed on row
i	 then PFTOnRow�i� � �� This is consistent with the as�
sumption that the global router does not add feedthroughs
to a row which contains some pin on the net�



For randomly placed designs	 the number of
feedthroughs crossing the central row is the largest� To
compute the probability that a d�pin net will contribute a
feedthrough to the central row	 i � �n���� is used� Now	

FrCFTs�d� n� � PFTOnRow�
n� 

�
� n� � FrFTH�d� n�

cFTs �
X
nets

nets�d� �FrCFTs�d� n��

The chanHeight is computed as

chanHeight �
totT racks � trackSpacing

n� 

and �nally	 chip width	 chip height	 and actual metal	 and
metal
 lengths �in �meters� are computed as

cellP itch � cellWidth � cFTs�ftWidth
w

chipWidth � w � cellP itch

chipHeight � n � cellHeight � �n � � � chanHeight

actualML � totML � cellP itch

actualM�L � totFTs � cellHeight� totM�L � chanHeight�

III� The Improved Interconnection Model

The improved model assumes a placement optimization
process	 a minimum rectilinear spanning tree global router	
and a left edge channel router� The features of the algo�
rithm classes which are captured by the interconnection
model are the following� The placement optimizer mini�
mizes the sum over all the nets of the half perimeter length
of the rectangle enclosing pins of each net� Pins inside the
placement bounding box for the net are not optimized for
that net� The global router approximates a minimum rec�
tilinear spanning tree to connect pins on each net while
accounting for the possibility to share a routing channel
between two groups of pins� The same channel routing
paradigm is assumed as in Section II�

Interconnection length and feedthrough count for each
size of net is estimated and then summed over all the nets�
Metal	 wire length is expressed in units of average cell
pitch	 and metal
 wire length is expressed in units of av�
erage channel height� The average interconnection lengths
are computed by spatially restricting the possible positions
of the pins on the net to a bounding box within the w� n
grid� Considering feasible aspect ratios for this bounding
box and various pin con�gurations within the box and av�
eraging over all such states	 the average interconnection
lengths and feedthrough count for the net are computed�
By summing over all nets	 the total interconnection length
and the total number of feedthroughs are computed� There
is no explicit dependence on a particular cell library or fab�
rication technology for estimation of wire length� However	
such information is required when the total interconnection
length is used to estimate the chip width and height�

The interconnection structure of a design is characterized
by net neighborhood populations �NNP s� which account
for the local in�uence of other nets over a net in question�

The NNP for a net is the number of distinct primary in�
puts�outputs �I�Os� and cells which are at distance zero
or one from the net� To compute the NNP referenced to a
particular net	 we �nd all the cells and I�Os connected by
this net �i�e� at distance � from the net�� Every other net
which is connected to these cells is followed until all the
cells and primary I�Os which are at distance one from the
net are visited� The NNP for the net is the total number
of distinct cells and I�Os encountered in this manner� In
the NNP computation	 nets that connect more than ���
of the cells in the design	 or have more than �� pins	 are
ignored� �These are typically power and clock nets that
go everywhere�� This procedure is repeated for all nets of
given size resulting in the average neighborhood popula�
tion for each size of net� At the end	 NNP�d� contains the
average neighborhood population for nets with d pins�

The NNP for a net re�ects the con�icting demands on a
placement optimizer that is attempting to optimally place
the cells directly connected to the net� To clarify this
notion	 assume that the placement optimizer is seeking a
placement of d cells connected by exactly one net� The opti�
mizer will cluster these cells in a bounding box of minimum
half perimeter length� In reality	 however	 it is not possi�
ble to place cells connected to each net in such a minimum
length bounding box due to competition from other nets�
The placement and routing of the cells directly connected
to a net of size d �to a �rst approximation� is in�uenced by
a cell and I�O population of size NNP�d��

The abstraction of the placement optimizer is described
next� Consider a d�pin net with pins on a two�dimensional	
w � n grid� The d pins on the net can be placed within
an x � y bounding box where y ranges from k� to k� and
x � dNNP �d��ye� k� is given by bNNP �d��XSpan�d� n�c
and k� is equal to the dY Span�d� n�e where XSpan�d�n� and
YSpan�d�n� are the expected cell span and the expected
row span of the net if the net pins are randomly placed on
the w � n grid� Due to the placement process which min�
imizes the half perimeter length of the rectangle enclosing
all pins on the net	 and due to con�icting demands of other
nets	 the d pins are uniformly distributed inside the x � y
bounding box� Now	

W �x� y� �
�w � x� � � �n � y � �

x � cellWidth � �	 � �y � � � y� � cellHeight

where the numerator gives the count of all feasible sub�grids
of size x� y in a grid of size w � n	 and the denominator
gives the half perimeter length of the x � y grid� 	 is the
ratio of the expected channel height to the cell height�

The average length of the net with d pins is given by

ML�d� �

Pk�
y�k�

W �x� y� � FrML�d� x� y�Pk�
y�k�

W �x� y�

where FrM	L�d�x�y� is the expected length of the net if it is
restricted to x�y bounding box and is given in Section II�
Recall that this length depends on CoL�i�x�set� which gives
the expected length of the net when it assumes the con�g�
uration described by a particular pin set� In the following



we address the channel sharing problem	 i�e�	 given a par�
ticular pin con�guration what is the probability that these
pins are facing the same channel� This issue is important
because pins on two adjacent rows can be connected within
the shared channel�

Let Sh�i�y� denote the probability of a pair of rows shar�
ing a routing channel when i rows are selected randomly
from among y rows� This probability is calculated as

Sh�i� y� �

Py�i
j��

�
i� � � j
i � �

�
�

y
i

� �
i

y

where the numerator is the number of ways two out of i
selected rows can share some channel	 and the denominator
is the number of ways i rows can be selected from among
y rows� This equation is not exact and underestimates the
sharing probability for i � �� Let pins�i� j� � pins�i� �
pins�j�� We now have

CoL�i� x� set� �

� � Sh�i� y�� � f
Pi

k��WL�pins�k� � � x�g�

Sh�i� y� � f
Pi��

k�� TWL�pins��k � � �k� � � x��

�if IsOdd�i� then WL�pins�i� � � x� else ��g

where WL�m�x� was given in Section II and TWL�m�x�
gives the expected length of m�pin portion of the net when
all m pins lie on the two sides of a routing channel �� �
m � �x� and is given by

TWL�m�x� �

Px��
l��m����� ��x� l� �

�
�l

m � �

�
� l

�
�x
m

� �

The numerator is a sum over all possible spans of the m
randomly placed pins on a channel with w cells on each
side	 and the denominator is the number of ways m cells
can be chosen from among �w cells� The �rst term in the
numerator is the number of ways spans of l cell pitches can
be established within the channel	 the second term in the
numerator is the number of ways the remaining m�� pins
can be placed on the remaining �l cells	 and l is the cell
span established by the pins� Note that

TWL��� x� �
��x� � �

���x� �

which is equal to x�� for large x�
Sum of the lengths of metal
 wires connecting all the

pins	 the expected number of feedthroughs added to all
rows and to the central row by a net of size d are computed
in a manner similar to ML calculation� That is	

M�L�d� �

Pk�
y�k�

W �x� y� � FrM�L�d� x� y�Pk�
y�k�

W �x� y�

FTH�d� �

Pk�
y�k�

W �x� y� � FrFTH�d� y�Pk�
y�k�

W �x� y�

where FrM
L�d�x�y� and FrFTH�d�y� are given in Sec�
tion II� The total metal	 and metal
 lengths required to
connect all nets	 the total number of feedthroughs crossing
all rows	 totFTs	 and those crossing the central row	 cFTs	
are also calculated as in Section II�

Given average wire length and wire length distribution	
the statistical technique of Section II or other statistical
area estimation techniques can be exploited to estimate
the total chip area and aspect ratio ���	 ���	 ���� Here	
we describe a new technique based on random o�set track
packing to model the detailed routing process�

The metal	 length for each net is divided equally into a
number of segments as determined by the expected num�
ber of wire segments �trunks� for each size of net� The
average number of routing segments of a net with d pins is
calculated as

Segments�d� �

Pk�
y�k�

W �x� y� � FrSegments�d� y�Pk�
y�k�

W �x� y�

The expression for FrSegments�d�y� is similar to that given
in Section II	 except that we must now consider the ef�
fect of channel sharing� More precisely	 if two rows share
the same channel	 they use a single wire segment �trunk��
otherwise	 they use two wire segments� Consequently	 the
average number of wire segments used to connect the pins
distributed on i rows is

i � � � Sh�i� y�� �
i

�
� Sh�i� y� � i � � �

Sh�i� y�

�
��

Therefore	 term i in the expression for FrSegments�d�y�

must now be replaced with i � � � Sh�i�y�
� ��

The number and lengths of all segments for each size of
net lying in each channel are given by

chSegments�d� � dnets�d��Segments�d�
n�� e

segmentL�d� � d
M�L�d�

Segments�d�e

The track packing problem	 in the absence of vertical
and horizontal constraints	 is de�ned as follows� Given t
segments which must be placed in tracks of equal length
w �  and given that segment i requires li units of track
length	 the objective is to determine the minimum number
of tracks needed to accommodate all segments� This is the
well known bin packing problem and is NP�complete ����
Many heuristics exist which obtain packings with a �small�
fraction of tracks more than the optimal packing�

The simpli�cation made by assuming that no horizontal
constraints exist on the wire segments causes underestima�
tion of the routing area� By generating a uniformly dis�
tributed o�set for each wire segment in the channel	 this
shortcoming is remedied� One could build a horizontal con�
straint graph for these randomly positioned wire segments�
The assignment of tracks to wire segments corresponds to
the proper coloring of this constraint graph �which is by



construction an interval graph� ����� In the absence of ver�
tical constraints	 e�cient optimal algorithms exist for col�
oring the interval graphs� The task at hand	 however	 is
much easier because only density of the channel must be
computed and this can be accomplished by a simple plane
sweep technique� The total density of the standard cell
layout �totDensity� is the sum of channel densities over all
channels� Ignoring vertical constraints in the area estima�
tion model produces small errors because modern dogleg
routers often route channels at density� Then	

chanHeight �
totDensity � trackSpacing

n� 
�

Finally	 chip width	 chip height	 and actual metal	 and
metal
 lengths �in �meters� are computed as in Section II�

IV� Complexity Analysis

k  � � � � � � � � � 
C�k�  � � � �  � �� �� �� ��

TABLE I

C�k	 values for k ranging from � to ��

The complexity of the model presented above is

O�n �

dmaxX
k��

C�k��

C�k� �
kX
i��

kSets�i� k�k

Table I gives values of C�k� for k ranging from  to ��
The run time is relatively independent of the size of de�

sign	 but is strongly in�uenced by the maximum size of net
being considered �dmax�� For this reason	 nets with large
number of pins are divided into cliques of smaller nets� This
division introduces little error because	 typically	 there are
few large nets� The complexity of the random o�set track
packing problem is linear in the number of segments in each
channel which is in turn proportional to the number of nets
in the circuit�

V� Experimental Results

The interconnection model has been implemented in the
Cedar language running on Xerox Dorado Workstations
���MIPS machines� and incorporated the model into the
DATools system developed at Xerox PARC ���

Table II describes the examples used to test the model
s
predictions� The counter and the adder are circuits syn�
thesized by the DATools system when no performance re�
quirements are imposed� The adders are simple ripple�
carry designs	 the counters are carry�look�ahead designs�
The RSD is part of a Reed�Solomon error correction cir�
cuit	 and the SnprCtl is part of a cache controller� Pri�
marySC and Primary�SC are the benchmarks from the

example cells I�Os nets pins
�b adder �� �� �� ���
SnprCtl �� �� � ��
RSD �� �� � ���
��b counter ��� �� ��� ���
Primary ��� �� ��� ���
Primary� ���� �� ���� ����

TABLE II

Summary of the example circuits used for the area estimator

physical design workshop ����� The placement is obtained
by TimberWolfSC version �� ����� The global and detailed
routers are discussed in ���	 ����

Table III compares the model
s wire length	 area and
aspect ratio estimates with the actual results obtained after
placement	 global	 and detailed routing of the circuits� On
this set of benchmarks	 the estimates are within a ��
accuracy rate� Note that our program runs between two to
three orders of magnitude faster than the actual place and
route tools while achieving this level of accuracy�

The detailed characteristics of the model were veri�ed
by collecting data and generating statistics for the actual
interconnection length and feedthrough count for each size
of net	 and comparing it with the model
s estimated values�
Table IV gives this comparison for PrimarySC�

predicted actual
example ML M�L area ML M�L area
SnprCtl ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
�b adder ���� ���� ��� ��� ��� ����
RSD ���� ���� ��� ��� ���� ��
��b cntr ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����
Primary ���� ����� ��� ����� ���� ����
Primary� ���� ���� �� ���� ���� �

TABLE III

Comparison of estimates versus the actual results of wire

length �mm	� area �mm�	 and aspect ratio

pins estimated actual
ML FT Cnt ML FT Cnt

� ��� ����� ��� �����
� ��� ����� ��� �����
� ��� ���� �� �����
� �� �� ��� �����
� ���� ��� ���� �����
� ���� ����� ���� ����

TABLE IV

Detailed comparison of metal� length and feedthrough

count for various sizes of nets for Primary�SC with �� rows

We brie�y note some sources of error� A large portion



of our �� error budget arises from the fact that we op�
erate on average behavior rather than worst case behav�
ior� Although large scale features of the actual layouts
�that is	 layout area and aspect ratio	 total metal	 and
metal
 lengths and total feedthrough counts� remain rela�
tively constant	 the detailed wire length and feedthrough
distributions as a function of number of pins on nets vary
as much as ������ from one layout of the same circuit
to the next� Our estimates of these two distributions are
close to the average over several layouts� Another source
of error is the incomplete characterization of the physi�
cal design processes� We do not capture some aspects of
the processes� For example	 our placement abstractions do
not fully capture the interdependence of nets�	 our global
routing abstractions exclude an improvement global rout�
ing phase targeted toward reducing local congestions	 and
our channel router abstractions ignore vertical constraints
among various net segments in the channel�

VI� Concluding Remarks

We presented an interconnection model that predicts in�
terconnection lengths and layout areas for standard cell
layouts� The procedural model abstracts the important
features of the physical design processes for standard cell
layout �placement	 global and detailed routing�� The equa�
tions that de�ne this model are based on the functions per�
formed by the design processes rather than on unsubstan�
tiated statistical distributions or on arbitrary parameters�
We extract the relevant features �interconnection structure
and leaf cell layouts� of the logic design to provide pa�
rameters for the equations� The detailed information �wire
length and channel span distributions� abstracted from the
logic design allows us to transform the two�dimensional
area estimation problem into two one�dimensional prob�
lems� Technology independence is achieved through pa�
rameterizing the layout design rules� These predictions are
within approximately �� of the actual lengths and areas
over a wide range of layout aspect ratios	 and over a range
of logic design characteristics� The prediction process is
very e�cient� it takes less than one minute to analyze each
of the circuits posed as examples in this paper�
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